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HiFi wheels strut on stage and never miss a beat on or 
off road. Whether you’re heading out for a tempo spin 
with your mates or laying down some blistering solo 
tracks, HiFi design subtleties will amplify your ride. From 
hub design to rim width and material to spoke patterns 
to aesthetics, we focus on the details, so every ride is 
a better experience. Step up to the mic, and Ride HiFi.

PERFORMANCE



Hubs are at the center of HiFi’s wheels — literally and 
figuratively. The flagship Fidelity and Fidelity Disc 
hubs have flourished in scores of muddy ’cross races 
and grueling training rides, taking abuse galore. 
Tough as heavy metal, smooth as soul, as motivating 
as your favorite anthem.

All Fidelity hubs feature 11-speed freehubs: even  
our disc MTB models. Disc hubs also come with end 
caps to quickly convert from quick release to thru-axle, 
front and rear. Free-hub bodies for Campagnolo and 
SRAM XD are available.  

VERSATILITY





HiFi’s first release was the MixMaster aluminum tubular, and it 
promptly won the Editor’s Choice award in Cyclocross Magazine! 
It’s a sub-1400g wheelset with a wide rim bed that mates up 
extremely well with cyclocross tubulars for a nimble but  
bombproof package. 

Our Extended Play X carbon tubulars boast 38mm deep, 
25m-wide carbon rims and tip the scales at just 1270g for the true 
cyclocross audiophiles.

Both wheelsets come in either disc or rim brake configurations. 
The Fidelity Disc hubs include end caps for quick conversion to 
thru-axle, and the non-disc builds feature ’cross-specific Fidelity 
hubs for even better bearing protection. Want tubeless-ready 
clinchers? Our Mix Tapes and Hootenany & Session 29er wheels 
are fat and fantastic!  

Our 26mm-wide Hootenany alloy and Session carbon tubeless 
mountain bike wheels are ready to jam on whatever terrain you 
choose — 29er XC maestros and 27.5 rockers alike rejoice! And 
HiFi goes wider for 2016, adding the 30mm Hootenany Wide 
aluminum wheelset and the 33mm Session Wide carbons. 

The Fidelity Disc hubs provide future-proofing, ready for 11 
speeds, but with a spacer for 9- and 10-speed setups. Thru-axle 
conversion caps are included.  

HiFi’s full arsenal of carbon clinchers and tubulars turn the dial for 
going fast. The 50mm Hit Single carbon clincher earned its name 
in 2015, proving extremely popular and garnering tons of race 
results. Now it comes tubeless ready! 

The 1230g 38mm Extended Play, 60mm Long Play and the 
85mm 8-Track tubulars get a facelift with revamped, 25mm-wide 
rims with exceptional heat reistance and dissipation to deftly cover 
all terrains. Each depth will have a tubeless-ready carbon clincher 
counterpart for 2016. 

And the 25mm-wide Aluminum Mix Tape lineup, from just $519, 
is ride-ready for practically any gig, from training rides to races. 
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One wheel to rule them all? These are a hit on courses of all kinds, and 
new for 2016 they’re tubeless ready. Fidelity hubs, 18 radial front, 16:8 
rear. 25mm wide rim. HiFi’s new Stellar brake pads included, and  
certified by SwissStop for use with theirs.

Extended Play SL and X configurations for rim brakes conquer any  
challenge. The EP Disc option includes thru-axle caps, with XD Drivers  
available. Rims are 25mm wide. HiFi’s new Stellar brake pads included, 
and certified by SwissStop for use with theirs. Tubular weights and prices 
listed; clincher versions coming Spring 2016.

Fast. Stiff. And fast!!! Fidelity hubs —18 radial front, 16:8 rear. Rims are 
25mm wide. HiFi’s new Stellar brake pads included, and certified by 
SwissStop for use with theirs. Tubular weight and price listed; clincher 
versions coming Spring 2016. 

Woosh-woosh! The need for speed is met — for time trials, triathalons or 
even fast road races and crits. Rims are 25mm wide. HiFi’s new Stel-
lar brake pads included, and certified by SwissStop for use with theirs. 
Tubular weight and price listed; clincher versions coming Spring 2016.

Train on ’em, race on ’em, win on ’em. The 24mm-wide Mix Tape tube-
less ready clincher rim smooths out the roads and improves your tire/
road interface, cornering, and overall ride experience. The SL has Fidelity 
hubs; 18 radial front, 16:8 rear. Bomber has Stylus hubs, 24 front and  
28 rear.

A rim bed shaped to suit a wider profile tire makes the HiFi MixMasters 
great for cyclocross or gravel adventures. Fidelity or Fidelity Disc hubs.

Cross country, trail riding and enduro bliss. Tubeless-ready carbon 
hoops built to Fidelity Disc hubs. Thru-axle caps included, XD Drivers 
available. Session is 26mm wide, Session Wide is 33mm wide. 

Hit the woods for some nimble, fast action. Tubeless-ready aluminum 
hoops built to Fidelity Disc hubs. Thru-axle caps included, XD Drivers 
available. Hootenany is 26mm wide, Hootenany Wide is 30mm wide. 

Carbon clincher versions of the HiFi EP (Disc and Non-Disc), LP, & 
8-Track wheelsets; Record Challenger Disc rear wheels in tubular and 
clincher formats. HiFi Pista track options, too!

Flip to side B for the deep track — 23mm-wide, 25mm deep alloy rims 
that are ready to rock, without breaking your bank. For QR setups only.

Your new favorite wheel. Top-end Fidelty Disc hubs with end caps for 
thru-axle included, XD Drivers available. Rim is 25mm wide, 28mm 
deep, disc specific and tubeless ready. All badass.

Hit Single 50mm
Carbon Clincher

LP 60mm 
Carbon

8-Track 85mm 
Carbon

Session & Session 
Wide Carbon 27.5 
& 29er 22mmm 
MTB

Mix Tape SL / Mix 
Tape Bomber
30mm Clincher

Mix Tape Disc 
28mm Alloy 
Clincher

Hootenany & 
Hootenany Wide 
Alloy 27.5 & 29er 
20mm MTB

Coming Spring 
of 2016...

MixMaster / 
MixMaster Disc 
Alloy Tubular

EP 38mm 
Carbon

1550g

1440g

1520g

1425g

1540g

1550g

1690g

1230g

1400g

$1899

$1649

$1849

$1629

$829

$829

$829

$1549

$729

$1629

$799

$1629

$829

$519

B-Side Disc 700c 
25mm x 23mm 
Alloy clincher

1980g $329

E info@ridehifi.com
P 503.877.2313

1370g

1520g

1470g

1600g

1700g
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